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the very beginning it has been 

1Io!<,~'vaJ. to provide photographers with a "tool" 
~ef;ents the state of the art of lens making, and 

I:Jmleel[S the various requirements encountered in 
applications . 

....... \,&~. the present range of Rodenstock lenses offers an 
extensive opportunity for large-format photographers to 
master every conceivable photographic situation. These 
lenses are produced with the deep commitment to quality 
which is the basis for Rodenstock's excellent reputation. 
In this brochure, the user of large-format cameras will 
find general information concerning the features of len
ses, details of special characteristics of Rodenstock lenses 
(complete with MTF curves), a guide to the interpreta
tion of this technical data and suggestions for the full 
utilization of Rodenstock camera lenses in various 
applications. 

Optische Werke G. Rodenstock 



Large Film Format-
Large Format Photography 
Advantages of large-format 
photography 
Photography using sheet film continues to 
have its place in advertising, for product 
shots of every kind, in architectural 
photography and, therefore, also in 
photographic schools. 

There are three important reasons: 
in presenting the finished result, a larger 
transparency makes a better impression. 
With larger formats the client can deter
mine more easily if his intentions have 
been realized; original layouts can quickly 
be compared; sheet films are convenient 
for the production of color separations. 

Furthermore, cameras for large-format 
photography permit adjustments which 
are normally not possible with smaller for
mat cameras. Correction or modification 
of perspective , extension of depth of field 
- these are possibilities which are typical 
of large-format camera technique. 

Finally, the large format yields superb 
image quality in black and white as well as 
color photography. This is because less 
image reduction is necessary in large for
mat photography. For example, when 
photographing the same subject on 35 mm 
film and 4" x 5" film, if a 20 x reduction is 
necessary on the 35 mm format, only a 5x 
reduction would be necessary on the 
4"x5" format. Thus, if 10 lines per mil
limeter (Lp/mm) are necessary to record 
the subject on the 4"x5" format, 40 Lp/ 
mm would be necessary to record the 
same detail on the 35 mm format. Note 
that the original contrast of the scene will 
be reduced through light diffusion in the 
film emulsions. 

Typical color negative films reproduce 10 
Lp/mm with nearly 100% contrast, but 40 
Lp/mm not even with 50%. Since the con
trast transfer of taking and enlarging 
lenses also decreases with an increasing 
number of lines per millimeter, the larger 
format is clearly superior. Since the con
trast of even very fine details is especially 
high, the impression of a very sharp image 
with high resolution can be created. In 
addition, sheet films require less enlarge
ment than smaller formats for a given size 
print, therefore, tonal modulation in black 
and white films and color saturation in 
color negative films are largely preserved. 
Thus the quality advantage of the large
format technique is quite obvious. The 
success of large-format technique depends 
equally on camera and camera lens . The 
camera should provide the adjustability to 
cope with all picture situations; the lens 
must satisfy the optical requirements of 
the film format and fill an image circle 
large enough to allow camera adjustments. 

Ima~e circle and 
pOSSIbilities 
In large-format technique, lens focal 
lengths and film formats cannot be defi
nitelv related. 
The i50 mm f/5.6 SIRONAR-N is the nor
mal lens for 4"x5" (9x 12 em). For . 
2V,"x3V," (6.5x9 cm) it would be consid
ered a longer lens. for 5"x7" (13x 18 cm) a 
moderate wide-angle. Similarly, the 155 
mm f/6.8 GRANDAGON could be used 
as an extreme wide-angle lens for 8"x 10" 
(18x24 cm), normal lens for 4"x5" (9x12 
cm), or even as a longer lens for 2V,"x3V," 
(6.5x9 cm). 
The image circle of a lens is always deci
sive: if it equals the diagonal of the film 
format, just this format will be covered. 
The larger the image circle, the greater 
the possible camera movements. 
The Rodenstock camera lens program 
provides a normal lens and at least one 
wide-angle lens for each large-format size. 
For example, the 150 mm f/5.6 SIRO
NAR-N is the normal lens for 4"x5" 
(9x 12 cm). The possible camera move
ments are approximately 35 mm. There 
are several wide-angle lenses that can be 
used for the 4"x5" format. The 65 mm 
f/4.5 GRANDAGON provides extreme 
wide-angle effects, but with little move
ments. The 75 mm and 90 mm GRAN
DAGON lenses offer less extreme angles 
but allow for greater movements. Even 
the 135 mm f/5.6 SIRONAR-N may be 
used as a moderate wide-angle lens if the 
image circle need not be too large. 
Long focal length lenses for the 4"x5" 
(9x 12 cm) format are the 180 mm to 480 
mm SIRONAR-N and 240 mm to 1200 
mm APO-RONAR lenses. With increas
ing focal length the allowable movements 
become so great that they are limited only 
by the capabilities of the camera. 

For a given maximum aperture each par
ticular lens type can be corrected for a 
specific image angle. This image angle 
gives an image circle on the film whose 
size is dependent on the lens to film dis
tance. At infinity focus, the image circle is 
smallest. As closer objects are focused, 
the lens to film distances gets larger, and 
so does the image circle. (See Reproduc
tion Ratio page 4 for more information 
on this phenomenon). 
Within the image circle, image quality is 
uniform from the center to about two
thirds to three-quarters from the edge. 
Further towards the edge, there is a 
decrease in image quality. At the very 
edge, there will be only a soft image, if 
the mount has not already cut off the 
light rays. 
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The limit of the usable image angle lies 
somewhere between the center maximum 
and the area of zero performance - in the 
outer one-third or one-quarter of the 
image circle. Where the limit is placed will 
depend on the required image quality. 
With the proper choice of focal length and 
without camera adjustments, the image 
utilizes only the "best" part of the image 
circle. The degree of fine details to be 
resolved on the image at the corners of 
the film format will determine the amount 
of lens coverage necessary . If clouds fill 
the corners of the film , one can use a lens 
with a smaller image circle because there 
is no texture which must be exactly repro
duced. However, if ornaments of a build
ing are placed in the corners of the film 
format, the image circle should be great
er. Under such critical conditions , the 
usable image angle and, therefore, 
diameter of the usable image circle, 
somewhat smaller because only 
2/3 or 3/4 of the image circle may p 
sufficient performance. It is stand a 
practice to define a lens' image angl 
the maximum angle that can be use 
out sacrificing nprt()rm 
image circle di rlptp ,;rn inp~~tl,p 

adjustment possiu .... !I·u'"." .:..~. 
the lateral shift, 
and swings of the 
ards of the came 
possible combin 
cannot be . 
16ff) indicate only the vertI
cal movement possibilities. They facilitate 
comparisons and provide a conception of 
the magnitude of the adjustment pos
sibilities. 

The MTF curves of the individual lenses 
permit the photographer to determine 
which image circle diameter and which 
camera adjustments can be utilized under 
given conditions. 

Diffraction 
Image angle and image circle also depend 
on the lens aperture. Stopping down of 
the lens reduces the influence of some 
aberrations: the zone of equally good 
projection is extended, and the usable 
image area becomes larger. However, this 
does not mean that the smallest aperture 
is best. Rather, with increasing reduction 
of the aperture, diffraction, (which is con
trolled by physical laws) becomes increas
ingly noticeable. Fine detail can no longer 
be reproduced with the desired contrast. 
While the area of equal resolution is 
larger, the resolution itself is not optimal. 
Stopping down the lens to f/22 results in a 
favorable compromise: aberrations are 
largely avoided but the diffraction does 
not yet affect the image. Furthermore, 
contrast performance with an f/22 aper
ture is uniform over the entire format 
area, and the image angle, even with 
further stopping down, would increase 
only slightly . Therefore, the f/22 aperture 
is always recommended when the lenses 
are to yield optimum results. 
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Reproduction ratio 

The image circle, and the corresponding 
camera movements possible are also 
dependent on the reproduction ratio. The 
tables refer to the maximal image angle at 
a reproduction ratio of 1: 00. In this case 
the image circle is equal to the focal 
length . For the reproduction of closer 

subjects, lens-to-film distance is 
increased. In this case, the image angle is 
unchanged but the diameter of the image 
circle increases. Therefore, greater move
ments are possible. At the 1: 1 ratio the 
diameter of the image circle is twice as 
large as with 1: 00. 

However, with the exception of the APO--
RONAR, reproduction in full 1:1 size is 

Reproduction Ratios and Image Circle Diameters 
1:8 1:5 1:3 

180mm 
283mm 
352mm 
424mm 

1:1 

270mm 
424mm 
528mm 
636mm 

The above table shows examples of 
image circle diameters for 150 mm to 360 
mm APO-RONAR lenses at selected 
reproduction ratios and with an aperture 
of f/22 : 



Depth of field 

Depth of field is determined by the per
missible circle of confusion and is calcu
lated from lens aperture, focal length and 
reproduction ratio . The only exception to 
this is the variable-softness IMAGON 

ns with its extraordinary correction . 
ince this lens yields a different, seem

ingly greater depth of field, it is also called 
a " Depth Imager" . 

In practice , the desired depth of field may 
cause problems. For example, subjects of 
considerable spatial depth may require 
lens apertures of f/45 or even f/64. How
ever , in such cases the contrast transfer , 
and with it the overall resolution, is 
affected by diffraction to such a degree 
that the image quality would be reduced . 
Here , the photographer must arrive at a 
well-balanced compromise between depth 
of field and the adverse effects of 
diffraction. 

... 

While the f/9 maximum aperture of the 
APO-RONAR appears to be relatively 
small, this is outweighed by the uncom
promising sharpness which distinguishes 
this lens type. Additionally , in the photo
graphy of still subjects - the eminent 
domain of the APO!RONAR -larger 
apertures are not required . -.../ 

There remains the question of how an 
exposure with a given maximum aperture 
will work out. 

Since optimal performance of the lenses 
occurs at an aperture of about f/22, an 
exposure at full aperture would conse
quently show reduced contrast and le'ss 
resolution of detail. Nevertheless, such 
results may be quite adequate under cer
tain conditions. 



Recommended working 
apertures 
While the aperture should be closed by 
two - or more - stops to avoid vignetting , 
high contrast and uniform contrast dis
tribution over the entire image area will 
be obtained at f/22. Consequently, any 
aperture within this range will provide 
maximum image quality . Therefore, these 
f-stops are recommended as working 
apertures. 

This aperture range comprises up to three 
f-stop values. For example, if highest con
trast is demanded while the entire image 
angle is not being utilized , stopping down 
by merely two stops is advisable . How
ever, if the image angle is more fully 
utilized, and if high contrast with uniform 
distribution into the corners is needed , 
the optimal aperture is fl22 . 

Contrary to the other lenses , there is only 
oile recommendation for the APO
RONAR f/9 (or f/16 respectively): work
ing aperture f/22 (res~tively f/32) . 

No specific working ~rture can be 
recommended for th " MAGON. The 
desired softening eff ct is obtained with 
the variable perforat d diaphragm. 

Natural light fall-off 
Even after the mount vignetting has been 
eliminated by stopping down two stops , a 
light fall-off at the focal plane remains and 
is more noticeable with wide-angle lenses. 
This is partly due to the arrangement and 
the reflection characteristics of the subject 
matter to be photographed , and thus can
not be influenced by the lens designer. 
The "contribution" by the lens is 
explained by the following phenomenon: 
as the line of sight moves from the center 
axis to the side , the image of a circle pro
gressively becomes elliptical. This is also 
true of the exit pupil of the lens . When the 
light rays pass through the lens along the 
optical axis, the exit pupil is circular, 
therefore its area and light transmission is 
greatest. As light rays pass through the 
lens at greater angles to the center axis , 
the exit pupil becomes more elliptical and 
thus has less area. This smaller area lets 
through less light. This decrease in light 
transmission varies with the cosine of the 
angle from the center axis and is called a 
cosine effect . Although it cannot be to
tally eliminated , it is the aim of lens 
design to approach this " theoretical limit" 
as closely as possible and not introduce 
any further fall-off. 

The light transmission variation of the dif
ferent lenses , as well as the theoretical 
variations based on the cosine effect , are 
shown in the following diagrams. 

When negative films are used , slightly 
underexposed corner areas are of second
ary importance because the light fall-off 
of the camera lens will be offset by the 
light fall-off of the enlarging lens that 

Light fall-off (Brightness variations on image area) 
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occurs during printing. However , with 
positive film used in connection with very 
wide angles , such fall-off can become 
more apparent , because there is no rever
sal during printing. For this eventuality 
Rodenstock offers center filters for 
GRANDAGON lenses. These graduated 
filters , dark in the center and progres
sively lighter toward the edges , compen
sate for fall-off. A special feature of 
Rodenstock center filters lies in the fact 
that the extreme wide angle_oLthe_ 
GRANDAGON is not re:strieted-e-ve~ 
at 105°. 

\ 



Quality made visible 
with MTF-Measurements 

The goal of every optical design is to pro
duce an optical image that is as closely 
defined to the original as possible. MTF 

odulation Transfer Function) is today's 
. ccepted method for measuring the imag
ing capability of lenses , providing an 
objective measurement of the various per
formance characteristics of lenses; it is 
used by most lens manufacturers as the 
standard in lens evaluation . 

What is MTF? 
Many of the key parameters that deter
mine the imaging capabilities of a lens can 
be determined by contrast loss . Ideally , a 
perfect lens would show no loss of con
tras~gar.dless of the suh~d or 
the-OORditioll undeL.Wbi~ere 
used (i.e. various apertures, subject-to
lens distance). However, physical laws 
dictate that real lenses have limitations. 
Accurate and objective methods of deter
mining those limitations are necessary . 
MTF is that method , wherein various 
grids of black & white lines are used to 
determine contrast loss as those grids are 
projected through the lens . Each grid is 
composed of a specific number of equal
width black and white lines; one black and 
one white line is considered a pair. Grids 
are differentiated by the number of these 
line pairs per millimeter (Lp/mm). High 
numbers of Lp/mm represent a grid with 
fine-detail and conversely, smaller num-
. lfS ofJ..plmm represent a grid wi 

se detail. The number of Lp/m is 
rred to as subject spatial frequency. 
higher the spatial frequency, 

the Lp/mm that are rpr,rp',pnrp" 

The change between light and dark areas 
of the subject imaged is called modula
tion. 
If a grid were imaged through a perfect 
lens, the black lines would be perfectly 
black and the white lines would be per
fectly white. A real lens will cause the 
black lines to be somewhat lighter , and 
the white lines to be somewhat darker. 
This loss of contrast occurs as the light 
rays of the subject are transferred through 
the lens. Thus , the origin of the name
Modulation Transfer Function. (MTF). 
If you could ignore physical laws, a per
fect lens would have an MTF of I (where 
1=100% contrast) at all subject spatial 
frequencies. The closer the MTF of a lens 
approaches " I" , especially at higher spa
tial frequencies , the better the perform
ance of the lens. The MTF is dependent 
on wavelength of illumination , aperture 
of the lens and reproduction ratio . As an 
aid to evaluating MTF, information is 
conventionally displayed as a curve plot
ting the contrast against distance (from 
image center of the lens) along the image 
diagonal. Each curve will specify the aper
ture used , type of illumination , reproduc
tion ratio and spatial frequepcy . The MTF 
curve of the "perfect" lens would not be a 
curve at all. It would be a straight line , 
indicating 100% contrast transfer at all 
points along the image diagonal. Taking 
into account the limitations of physical 
laws, the best possible performance avail
able is indicated on each MTF chart as 
diffraction limits. 
For a real lens, the closer its MTF curve 
approaches these diffraction limits, the 

better the overall DF::~~:~~~~~~~~~" 
The theoretical diffraction 
by aperture , wavelength and spatial 
frequency. 

Sagittal & Tangential 
During the actual testing of lenses , the 
previously mentioned grids are composed 
of two groups of lines which are perpen
dicular to each other. The reason being 
that, outside of the image center, the 
direction of the lines becomes important. 
The lines are arranged so that one set is 
parallel to imaginary lines drawn from the 

, 
field diameter 

image center to the outer limits of the 
image circle. These are called sagittal 
lines. The other set of lines is perpendicu
lar to the imaginary lines drawn from the 
image center and are therefore "tangent" 
to the image circle. As you might have 
guessed , these lines are called "tangential". 
Some lens aberrations can cause differ
ences in the sagittal and tangential con
trasts. Therefore , MTF curves are mea
sured for both sagittal and tangential line 
pairs. Generally, as you move away from 
the optical axis, the difference between 
sagittal and tangential measurements 
becomes greater. The closer the sagittal 
and tangential measurements are at any 
specific point , the better the performance 
of the lens. When reading an MTF curve, 
you will note that there is one theoretical 
limit indicated at the optical axis, and two 
limits indicated at the outer limit of the 
image circle. Those at the outer limit rep
resent the theoretical limits for tangential 
and sagittal measurements . 



Significance of spatial 
frequencies 
The spatial frequency used to evaluate 
lens performance is directly related to the 
resolution needed for the firial image as 
viewed. For example, in an 8" x 10" image, 
at normal viewing distances, the eye can 
resolve, at best, 4 to 5 Lp/mm. If a 
161 x20" image is viewed at its normal 
viewing distance (which is greater than 
the viewing distance for 8" x 10") approxi
mately 2 to 2Yz Lp/mm will make the 
image appear as sharp as an 8" x 10" which 
has 4 to 5 Lp/mm. Carrying this even 
further, a 301 x40" print with 1 to 11. Lpl 
mm, viewed at its normal viewing dis
tans;e, would appear as sharp as the 
8" x 10" with 4 to 5 Lp/mm. 
Therefore, these resolutions when refer
red back to 41X5" film result in a required 
resolution of 8 to 10 Lp/mm to reach the 
limits of normal human vision under ideal 
conditions. Generally, 5 Lp/mm is visually 
adequate for most applications. Note that 
with the 35 mm film format, between 20 
to 40 Lp/mm would be required on the 
film to achieve the same apparent sharp
ness. 
It's important to also realize that most 
films show contrast loss at 20 Lp/mm; 
therefore, the difficulties of using smaller 
format film become even more apparent . 
Thus, the MTF curves at 5 to 10 Lp/mm 
are the most important ones as these are 
the frequencies that are most frequently 
utilized. A loss in the contrast at these 
spatial frequencies would result in lower 
image quality. 



Color of illumination 
As previously mentioned MTF is depen
dent on the wavelength of the illumina
tion. Practically speaking, different 
wavelengths appear as different colors. 
All other things being equal, different ' 
'vavelengths will effeot contrast transfer. 

.' 0 permit consistent interpretation of the 
TF, the colors violet , blue , green and 

red are rated in such a manner that they 
correspond to the sensitization of com
mercially available color films or pan
chromatic black & white films. 

Consistency 
The MTF charts shown in the brochure 
were calculated by computer , based on 
the specifications of the various lens 
types. One of the most important aspects 
in lens production is the consistency with 
which lenses can be produced to approach 
design performance levels. Optische 
Werke G. Rodenstock have developed a 
method to reduce this variance to excep
tionally low levels . 
This procedure has great impact on the 
consistent, high quality of Rodenstock 
lenses . Two areas are of particular 
importance: a lens design that minimizes 
the effects of production variances, and 
close tolerances on lens components 
which are verified by a scrupulous quality 
control program . 
During the design phase of a lens at 
Rodenstock, " simulation programs" are 
fed into the computer which show the 
effects of various production tolerances 
"In the final product . The design that 
~monstrates the least change in optical 
erformance for a given amount of pro

duction variance can then be chosen. 
The application of this simulation prog
ram, in conjunction with extensive experi
ence in precision production assures the 
unusually high consistency in the imaging 
quality of Rodenstock lenses . 

Reading an MTF chart 
The interpretation of an MTF chart is 
given here, with the 150 mm f/5.6 
SIRONAR-N as an example. 
The magnification ratio is 1:20. However, 
the design of Rodenstock camera lenses 
permits extension of the data to the entire 
ratio range from 1:00 to about 1 :5. 
The MTF curves in this booklet are based 
on the smallest and largest recommended 
working aperture for the given lens. In 
this example the smallest, fl22 was chosen. 
The maximal image angle is 72°. With a 
1:20 ratio, this corresponds to an image 
circle of 225 mm diameter. For better 
orientation , the diagonals of the 4" x 5" 
and 13 x 18 cm (almost 5" x 7") formats are 
also indicated. 
The spatial frequencies in the image plain 
are 5, 10 and 20 Lp/mm. The theoretical 
central diffraction limit values for these 
frequencies are indicated at the upper 

ortion of the left vertical axis of the 
\........craph. On the right vertical axis of the 

graph are the respective limits for the 
sagittal and tangential edge values - actu
ally the highest theoretically attainable . 

SIRONAR-N 1 :5.6/f = 150 mm 
MTF 
on image area 

magnlflcallon rallo 1: 20 
1122 
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Along the uppermost horizontal axis of 
the graph is the designation HREL. This 
refers to the percentage displacement of a 
measured point from the optical axis to 
the outer limits of the image circle . HREL 
is useful for visualizing the position of the 
point being measured , relative to total 
image circle. 
At the image diagonal of 67 mm (2 w = 
24.6°; HREL = 0.3) the sagittal and 
tangential contrast levels gradually begin 
to separate. The sagittal is shown as a 
solid line, tangential as a dotted line . 
Up to the image diagonal of 157 mm (2w 
= 52°) the curves move very evenly. The 
resulting performance is optimal and 
proves the excellent correction of the 
lens . The contrast losses increase gradu
ally , only in the last quarter of the image 
field , due primarily to diffraction. 
The excellent correction of the lateral 
chromatic errors , astigmatism and coma is 
evidenced by the consistently small differ
ence between sagittal and tangential 
structures. 
Now, what do these curves mean to the 
practical user, the photographer? 
First, they prove the exceptionally high 
quality of the lens, such that it is diffrac
tion limited in the primary area of the 
image circle. Even in areas where there is 
a decrease in contrast, below the theoreti-
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Iheorelical diffraction limils 
- SLp/mm - 10Lp/mm 20 Lp/mm 

cal maximum, the close tracking of the 
sagittal and tangential curves indicates a 
high degree of freedom from chromatic 
aberration , astigmatism and coma. 
MTF curves represent a powerful tool as 
they provide objective, accurate, reliable 
information from which the optimum 
evaluation can be made on an individual 
basis . 
Different situations will require different 
performance levels and only you - the 
photographer - can decide what those 
performance levels are . Remember that 
physical laws dictate that the greater the 
camera movements , the lower the 
theoretical performance of the lens. Indi
vidual photographers must evaluate this 
information in light of their specific needs 
and applications. 

But you can be assured that using Roden
stock lenses will give you the best possible 
results. 



SIRONAR-N normal lens 
The normal focal length for each format 
produces a perspective similar to that seen 
by the human eye. 

These universally usable focal lengths cor
respond approximately to the diagonal of 
the camera format: 150 mm for 4"x5" 
(9X12 cm), 210 mm for 5"x7" (13X18 
cm), and 300 mm for 8"x10" (18x24 cm). 
The focal length of wide-angle lenses is 
correspondingly shorter so that , at a short 
working distance, large objects can be 
covered. Conversely, long focal length 
lenses are those whose focal length 
exceeds the diagonal of the format. 

A normal lens is universally usable. If 
merely the film format were to be 
covered, an image angle of approximately 
530 would be required. However , the pro
fessional photographer must be able to 
apply camera movements without losing 
image quality. The six-element SIRO
NAR-N meets these requirements with a 
720 image angle. Thus the image circle is 
approximately 45 % larger than the perti
nent format diagonal, so that remarkable 

The photo shows a 
SIRONAR-N 1 :5,6ff = 240 mm in Prontor professional 3 

resolution at the edges is obtainable while 
maintaining ample camera movements . 
However , the SIRONAR-N normal lens 
is not limited to only " normal" applica
tion; it may also be used as a "slight" 
wide-angle lens for larger formats. Thus , 
the 150 mm f/5.6 SIRONAR-N will also 
cover the 5"x7" (13x 18 cm) format, even 
at 1: 00, if no camera movements are used. 
If the camera-to-subject distance is 
limited to 15 feet, the 210 mm f/5.6 SIRO
NAR-N is usable even for 8"x 10". 

With smaller formats the larger format 
normal lens is the ideal " longer" focal 
length. View cameras provide a long 
extension which can be made even longer 
with auxiliary bellows . Therefore , " true" 
tele lenses - i. e. lenses whose flange focal 
distance is clearly shorter than their focal 
length - are not necessary. Using a SIRO
NAR-N of considerably longer than nor
mal focal length is an excellent alterna
tive. For example, the 210 mm and 300 
mm focal lengths are ideal for product 
shots on 4"x5" (9x 12 cm). 
The SIRONAR-N is available in focal 
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magnification ratio 1 : 20 
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lengths from 100 mm to 480 mm for for
mats from 2Yi'x3v." (6.5X9 cm) to 
ll"x 14" (30X40 cm). The maximum aper
ture for focal lengths to 300 mm is f/5.6. 
Because of the limited diameter of * 3 
shutters, the maximum opening of the 36 
mm SIRONAR-N had to be reduced to 
f/6.8, and that of the 480 mm to f/8 .4. 

The SIRONAR-N is the workhorse of the 
professional photographer. Its range of 
applications is especially wide: object 
shots of all kinds , industrial photography, 
landscapes, architectural and urban 
scenes are typical examples. 
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SIRONAR-N 1 :5.6/f = 150 mm 
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GRANDAGON wide-angle lens 
Lenses whose image angle is considerably 
larger than that of normal lenses make 
additional demands on optical design. All 
optical imaging systems tend to distortion , 
to bend straight lines in the shape of a 

. pincushion or a barrel. This aberration is 
slight with a narrow image angle and can , 
therefore , be more easily corrected . It 
becomes more pronounced as the image 
angle becomes larger. Thus, in the design 
of wide-angle lenses, correction of the 
aberration becomes of major importance . 
The best resolution is of little value if 
straight lines at the edges of the format 
are no longer straight. 

Distortion is a change in the spatial rela
tionship of different image points on the 
film as compared to their original rela
tionship in the scene being photographed . 
The deviation depends on the distance 
from the optical axis and is expressed in 
percentages (%). Hence , 1 % distortion in 
100 mm distance from the image center 
indicates that the image point is 1 mm 
removed from the theoretical position. 

In the GRANDAGON all but 0.5% of 
the distortion has been eliminated - a 
value that is no longer noticeable. Thus , 
the architectural photographer has the 
assurance that straight lines appear 
straight even at the edges of the format, 
even when an image angle of more than 
100° is utilized. 

The GRANDAGON is available in focal 
lengths from 65 mm to 200 mm and is 
usable for all formats up to 11" x 14" 
(30 x 40 cm). The f/6.8 Grandagons are 
six-element lenses with focal lengths of 75 
mm , 90 mm, 115 mm, 155 mm and 200 
mm. The eight-element Grandagons with 
the large maximum opening off/4.5 and 
105° image angle at f/22, are supplied in 
focal lengths of 65 mm , 75 mm and 
90mm. 
The eight-element f/4.5 design not only 
provides a brighter groundglass image , 
but also improved evenness of illumina
tion and reduced distortion. 
The large image angle of the GRANDA
GON permits photography of interiors 

GRANDAGON 1 :4.5/f = 90 mm 
MTF 
on image area 
HREL __ 

magnification ratio 1: 30 
fill 
0.3 0.5 

under cramped conditions such as factory 
areas as well as architectural photogra
phy. If the recommended maximum for
mat size for a given lens is used , the 
resulting steep perspective permits crea
tive composition and creates an image of 
spaciousness. 
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APO-RONAR process lens 
Photographic lenses are generally 
optimized for greatly reduced images: for 
ratios of 1:20 or 1:30. However they are 
computed so that a change of the magnifi
cation ratio in the range from 1:00 to 
approximately 1:5 has no noticeable influ
ence on performance. It is , of course, also 
possible to work at a 1:1 ratio , particu
larly , since this utilizes only the central 
portion of the expanded image circle. 
But if the best possible reproduction in 
natural size is important , process lenses
because of their optimization for 1: 1- are 
superior. The APO-RONAR process lens 
is especially suited for use with large-for
mat cameras, and has the advantage of 
not being restricted to small reproduction 
ratios. While it is computed for 1:1, its 
imaging quality is largely maintained even 
with considerable enlargements or reduc
tions. This is confirmed by the MTF 
curves of the APO-RONAR for the 1:1 
and 1:20 ratios. In both cases the achieved 
contrast transfer is close to the theoretical 
limits of diffraction . 
For close-up work , wide image angles are 

The photo shows a 
APO-RONAR 1:9/f = 300 mm in Copall 

12 

generally not necessary. This is because 
longer than normal focal lengths are usu
ally used to provide greater working dis
tance between the camera and the sub
ject. These longer focal length lenses will 
have relatively large image circles even 
though the image angles may be smaller , 
especially when used in a close-up 
situation. 
For 1:00 with APO-RONARS , focal 
lengths are required which correspond to 
approximately twice the longer side of 
the format. 

For only 3 x reduction of the subject , defi
nitely shorter focal lengths are adequate. 

Necessary focal lengths: 

Filmformat 

9 x 12 cm 
4" x 5" 
13 x 18 cm 
5" x 7" 
18 x24cm 
8" x 10" 

Minimum 
focal length 
at 1: 00 

240mm 

300mm 
360mm 
480mm 

Minimum 
focal length 
at 1:3 

150mm 

240mm 

360mm 

APO-RONAR 1 :9/f = 240 mm 

Furthermore , the APO-RONAR is a spe
ciallens that opens up the field of the 
extremely long focal lengths (up to 1200 
mm) to the photographer. 

The design of the four-element , symmet
rically built APO-RONAR limits the 
maximum aperture to f/9 (and f/16 , respec
tively , for the six-elements of the 1000 
mm and 1200 mm focal lengths). Note 
that the maximum aperture is intended 
only for focusing . However, the APO
RONAR is very compact and , therefore 
cost-efficient. And , with a working aper
ture of f/22 (f/32, respectively) the APO
RONAR provides an image quality for 
close-up and macro photography that can
not be equalled by standard lenses . The 
APO-RONAR is also available without a 
shutter in barrel mount. 

MTF 
on image area 

magnification ratio 1 : 1 
f122 
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The IMAGON variable softness lens 
Performance and imaging quality of a lens 
usually means the sharpest and most con
trasty reproduction of a subject possible. 
On the other hand, one Rodenstock cam
,ra lens - the IMAGON - was designed as 
n alternative to highly perfected sharp 

imaging with another kind of reproduc
tion that dispenses with the highest resol
ution of detail as well as high contrast 
values. 

This does not imply by any means that the 
IMAGON produces an unsharp or blur
red image. It preserves a distinct image 
core which is superimposed with circles of 
diffusion. The softened image that results 
is quite appealing. The IMAGON pro
vides clear representation of the subject 
without any harshness and gives the sub
ject a " luminous appearance". This can
not be achieved with a front-of-the-lens 
attachment. The IMAGON also reduces 
contrast in backlit subjects . Therefore, 
pictures with fine detail in the light and 
shadow portions are possible even if the 
contrast is much too high for other photo
graphic lenses . 

The photo shows a 
IMAGON H 5,8ff = 200 mm in Copal 3 

Technical data 

Relative Focal 
Slip Diameter 

Filmformat on alrear 
aperture length diam eter mount 

a c 

H 5,8 200 9 X 12 cm/4"X 5" 55 60 

H 5.8 200 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 200 9 X 12 cm/4" X 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 200 9 X 12 cm/4"X 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 200 9 X 12 cm/4"X 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 250 9 x 12 cm/4"X 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 250 9X 12 cm/4"x 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 250 9 x 12 cm/4"X 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 250 9 X 12 cm/4"X 5" 55 60 

H 5,8 250 9 x 12 cm/4"x 5" 55 60 

H 6,8 300 13 x 18 cm/5" x 7" 55 60 

H 6,8 300 13 x 18 cm/5" x 7" 55 60 

H 6,8 300 13 X 18 cm/5"X 7" 55 60 

All ~i7P.~ nnt nthRrwi !=:A inriir.Mpri ~rA in mm 

Photography with the IMAGON requires 
some familiarization - only through 
experience and testing can the great crea
tive potential of this tool be realized . 

The IMAGON contains a cemented two 
element lens of the achromat type , and is 
greatly under-corrected. Considerable 
residual spherical aberration and a small 
residue of chromatic aberration create the 
softening effect. The interchangeable, 
variable slip-on grid disks contribute sig
nificantly to the results achieved with the 
IMAGON. It's as though two images are 
projected - one distinct basic image and a 
secondary softened image that is super
imposed on it. With the disks, the photo
grapher can control the intensity of the 
softening effect according to personal 
preference. 

The IMAGON has an image angle of 
about 40° and is supplied with focal 
lengths of 200 mm, 250 mm and 300 mm. 
The 200 mm focal length covers the 4" x 5" 
(9x 12 cm) format. If the use of camera 
movements is needed, the 250 mm focal 

Flange 
foca l Overall Shutter type Shutter 

distance length and size screw 
.t oo thread 

d e f 

216 78.0 Normal mount M 62 x O,75 

216 78.0 Co pal 3 M 62 x O,75 

216 78,0 Compur 3 M 62 x O,75 

216 78,0 Prontor professional 3 M 62 x O,75 

216 78,0 Compur electronic 3 M 62 x O,75 

276 84,5 Normal mount M 62 x O,75 

276 84,5 Copal3 M 62xO,75 

276 84,5 Compur 3 M 62 x O,75 

276 84,5 Prontor profess ional 3 M 62 x O,75 

276 84,5 Compur electronic 3 M 62 x O,75 

332 91 ,0 Normal mount M 62xO,75 

332 91 ,0 Copal3 M62 x O,75 

331 91 ,0 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 

length should be used for this format. The 
300 mm focal length covers the 5" x 7" 
(13 x 18 cm) format, but is also suitable for 
4"x5" (9x 12 cm) portraiture of format
filling heads. 

To bring the advantages of the IMAGON 
to users of medium-format cameras, the 
following camera adapters are available 
for the 200 mm H 5.8 IMAGON lens in 
normal (barrel) mount: 
Mamiya RB 67 Rollei SL 66 
Pentax 6x7 Hasselblad 2000 FC 
Mamiya 645 Zenza Bronica TL 
Pentacon Six 

The IMAGON in shutter may also be 
used with a Hasselblad 500 CIM or 500 
EUM by means of either a camera adap
ter or standard bellows adapter . 

The maximum aperture of the IMAGON 
is stated in H-values. These do not corres
pond to the calculated relative openings , 
but they provide a guide for exposure 
meter settings. 
The IMAGON is THE portrait lens which 
delivers any image, from a flattering ren
dition to a stark characterization. To 
become fully acquainted with the unique 
capabilities of this lens , please ask for our 
IMAGON Instruction Manual. 

It would be meaningless to obtain MTF 
curves for this lens. The fascination of this 
kind of reproduction lies in the relation of 
the basic and super-imposed images. 

Distance 
from largest Aperture in Thicknes s Outside 

Shutter shutter lens otlens diameter 

r~:~~fre~Os diameter board board of mount-
ing ring 

i k I n 0 

15,0 - 65.3 1.5 . .4,0 68,0 

15,0 102.0 65,3 1,5 . . 5,0 68,0 

15,0 95,0 65,3 1.5 .. 5,0 68,0 

15,0 99 ,0 65,3 1,5. .4,0 68,0 

15,0 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

21 ,5 - 65,3 1,5 . . 4,0 68,0 

21 ,5 102,0 65,3 1,5. .5,0 68,0 

21 ,5 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

21 ,5 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

21 ,5 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

28,0 - 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

28,0 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

27,0 - 96,0 1,5 . . 6,5 99,0 



Large format technique for the budget-minded: GERONAR 
Familiarity with cameras designed on the 
optical bench principle is basic to instruc
tion in professional photography because 
the complete range of imaging techniques 
can be learned only through their use. 
When the student or beginning photo
grapher wants to obtain his own view 
camera equipment, the purchase of elabo
rate and costly cameras is usually not fea
sible. But, along with budget-priced 
cameras, budget-priced lenses must be 
available and, therefore, Rodenstock has 
developed such a series especially for the 
beginner. These lenses will also appeal to 
the amateur photographer who wants to 
expand his hobby into large-format 
photography. Large-format photography 
as a contrast to automatic snapshooting
that's something which could fascinate the 
amateur photographer. Because of the 
vast range of camera adjustments avail
able with large format cameras, your 
photography can be the result of your 
abounding creativity rather than be 
limited to the primitive confines of an 
automatic camera. 

The photo shows a 
GERONAR 1:6,3/f = 150 mm in Copal 0 

If a lens is to be budget-priced, savings 
have to be made somewhere. The GERO
NAR and GERONAR-WA achieve good 
image quality, but their maximum aper
ture is less and their image circle smaller 
than that of the comparable SIRONAR-N 
and GRANDAGON lenses. Therefore, 
only three or four lens elements are neces
sary. 

The GERONAR normal lens is a triplet. 
This lens type cannot produce a large 
image angle but, if it is computed for a 
medium-size maximum aperture, good 
performance up to about a 60° angle will 
result. If the GERONAR is used as a nor
mal lens, the results are good, but the 
range of camera movements is limited 
compared to the SIRONAR-N. The 
GERONAR is produced in the following 
models: 150 mm f/6.3, 210 mm f/6.8 and 
300 mm f/9. f/16 and f/22 are recom
mended as working apertures for these 
lenses. 

GERONAR 1 :6.8/f = 210 mm 
MTF 
on image area 

magnification ratio 1: 30 
f/16 
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GERONAR-WA 
The 90 mm f/8 GERONAR-WA wide 
angle lens has four elements and attains 
an image angle of 85° at fl22 . It is designed 
for 4"x 5" (9 x 12 em); f/16 and f/22 are 
-eeommended as working apertures for 

The photo shows a 
GERONAR-WA 1: 8/f = 90 mm in Copal 1 

these lenses. The following table shows 
the relation of the focal lengths to those of 
the 35 mm format , based on the image 
diagonal. 

lens 

Geronar 
150 mm f/6.3 

Geronar 
210 mm f/6.8 

Geronar 
300 mm f/9 

Geronar-WA 
90 mm f/8 

for film 
format 

9x 12em 
4"x5" 

9x12em 
4"x5" 

13x18 em 
5"x7" 

9x12 em 
4"x5" 

13x18 em 
5"x7" 

9x12 em 
4" x 5" 

corresponding 
focal 

length for 
24x36 mm 

46mm 
42mm 

64mm 
59mm 
43mm 
44mm 

92mm 
84 mm 
62mm 
62mm 

28mm 
25mm 

GERONAR-WA 1 :8/1 = 90 mm 
MTF 
on image area 
HREL ___ 

magnification ratio 1: 30 
1116 
0.3 0.5 
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r o rma ts, Im age circle di a m e t e r s a t tiLL a nd 1: 00 

SIRONAR-N 

5" )(7" ! 13x1 8cm 

-----------------~----------------~, 4" x 5" I 
r-------------j 9x12cm , ,i~~~------~ 
I 21f2"x31h" . 6,5 x 9cm 

I ;;:=~~4=;;;=1 Ideal format 
I r n 156x72mm 

I I II i 
I I II i ._,_.- - _·_·t-·-· - '''·_·_·H·_·_ ·_·_·_·_·_·_· _· 

I I I II I 

I I i II : 
I I I II I 

r I I ~!:========~. ===::!J 
I I I , I, .... ------------' 

I '--------------! , 

0 5,6/100 0 = 151 mm . 5,6/180 0 = 262 mm .5,6/3000 = 425 mm 

0 5,6/135 0 = 200 mm o 5,6/210 0 = 301 mm 6,8/3600 = 435 mm 

. 5,6/150 0 = 214 mm • 5,6/2400 = 350 mm 8,4/480 0 = 500 mm 

Image c ir cle di a m eter s and p ermissible cam era m ovements for ratio 1:00 (mm ) 

SIRONAR-N 5,6/100 5,6/135 5,6/150 5,6/180 5,6/210 5,6/240 5,6/300 6,8/360 8,4/480 

Ape rture 1:11 1:22 1 : 11 1 :22 1 :1 1 1 : 22 1 : 11 1 : 22 1:11 1 :22 1:11 1 :22 1 : 11 1 : 22 1: 11 1 :22 1 : 11 

Image ci rcle 
diamete r 

141 151 185 200 198 214 244 262 276 301 325 350 393 425 415 435 420 500 

Image ang le 
2w 

68° 72° 68° 72° 68° 72° 68° 72° 68° 72° 68° 72° 68° 72° 62° 64° 48° 56° 

Negative s ize 

Ideal form at 
56x72 mm t: t: t: t: t: t: t: t;.8 2'14"x 2:W' 29 34 52 60 59 6? 83 92 

6,5 x g e m t:8 
t:4 

C

4 
t:2 t: C-0 

t:

6 
t;.6 C 0

3 

C

16 

C

28 C41 

22 29 47 55 54 62 78 87 94 107 119 132 

9 x12 em 
t: 6 

t:l t: t: t: t: C t: COO 
C

ll C6 

26 34 33 12 58 67 75 88 100 11 3 

13x 18 em 
t:2 t:6 t: t:' t: C t: C

6 C4 C8 C9 

20 30 36 52 65 79 101 118 11 3 123 

18 x 24 em 
C8 t: t:' t: t: t: t: t:76 C8 

23 37 61 79 74 84 119 

24 x30em t: t: t: t:' t: t: 14 34 28 40 31 77 

30 x40 em 
C9 

2!f4" X 3'14" t: t: t: t: t:

6 t: t: t:

0 

27 32 50 58 57 65 81 900 

2'/2"x3'/2" t: t: C t: t: C63 t: t: C4 

C

7 CO C2 

25 29 48 56 55 79 88 95 108 120 133 

4"x 5" t: t: t:l t: t: t: C-6 t: t:

3 C6 

19 28 27 36 52 61 69 83 95 108 

5"x7" 
C 3 t: t: t: t: C t: C

7 

C

34 C9 

C

40 

21 31 39 53 66 79 102 11 8 113 124 

8"x l0" 
t:8 t: t: C t: t: C-4 

C
2

1 
23 48 67 6 1 72 64 108 

10"x 12" C-s t: t: t: t: t: 26 20 30 23 70 

11"x 14" t:6 

29 



1 echmcal data 

Slip-on Dia- Fla nge Shutler 
Isanee 

Aperture in 
u Sle 

from shut- largest Thickness diameter 
Relative Focal Filmformat Smallest dla- Filter- meter focal Overall Shutter lype screw terseating shutter lens ollens of 
aperture length aperture meter thread of rear distance length and size thread to rear diameter board board mounting 

mount at~ 01 lens ring 

O' t o t 'd 

a b c d e f i k I n 0 

1 :5,6 100 6,5 x 9 cm!2W'X 3 'h" 45 42 M 40,5 x O,75 31,5 100 38 CopalO M 32,5 x O,5 14,0 61 ,0 34,8 1,5 .. 3,3 40,0 

1 :5,6 100 6,5 x 9 cm!2W'X3W' 45 42 M 40,5 x O,75 31 ,5 100 38 Compur 0 M 32,5 x O,5 14,0 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :5,6 100 6,5x9 cm!2W'X3W' 45 42 M 40,5 X O,75 31 ,5 100 38 Prontor professional 01 M 39 X O,75 14,0 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 135 9x 12 cm!4"X5" 64 42 M 40,5xO,5 40,5 130 43,5 CopalO M 32,5xO,5 18,5 61,0 34,8 1,5 . . 3,3 40,0 

1 : 5,6 135 9 x 12 cm!4"X 5" 45 42 M 40,5x O,5 40,5 130 43,5 Com pur 0 M 32,5xO,5 18,5 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :5,6 135 9 x 12 cm!4"X 5" 64 42 M 40,5 x O,5 40,5 130 43,5 Prontor professional 01 M 39 x O,75 18,5 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 150 9 X 12 cm!4"X 5" 64 51 M 49 x O,75 42,0 142 51 ,0 Co pal 0 M 32,5 x O,5 20,3 61,0 34,8 1,5 .. 3,3 40,0 

1 :5,6 150 9 x 12 cm!4" x 5" 45 51 M 49 X O,75 42,0 142 51,0 Compur 0 M 32,5xO,5 20,3 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :5,6 150 9 x 12 cm!4"X 5" 64 51 M 49 X O,75 42,0 141 51 ,0 Compur 1 M 39 x O,75 19,3 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 150 9 X 12 cm!4"X 5" 64 51 M 49 X O,75 42,0 142 51,0 Prontor professional 01 M 39 x O,75 20,3 77,0 41 ,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 150 9 x 12 cm!4" X 5" 64 51 M49 x O,75 42,0 141 51,0 Compur electronic 1 M 39 x O,75 19,3 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 180 13 x 18 cm!5" x 7" 64 60 M 58 x O,75 51,0 174 57,0 Copall M 39 x O,75 24,5 73,0 41,8 1,5. .3,0 47,0 

1 :5,6 180 13 X 18 cm!5" X 7" 45 60 M 58 x O,75 51 ,0 174 57,0 Compur 1 M 39 X O,75 24,5 75,0 41,8 1,3 . . 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 180 13 X 18 cm!5"X7" 64 60 M 58 x O,75 51 ,0 174 57,0 Prontor professional 1 M 39 x O,75 24,5 77,0 41,8 1,5 . . 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 180 13 x 18 cm! 5" x 7" 45 60 M58 x O,75 51 ,0 174 57 ,0 Compur electronic 1 M 39 x O,75 24,5 75,0 41 ,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 210 13 X I8cm!5"X7" 64 70 M 67 x O,75 60,0 200 66,0 Copall M 39 x O,75 28,5 73,0 41,8 1,5 . .3,0 47,0 

1 :5,6 210 13 X I8cm!5" X 7" 64 70 M 67 x O,75 60,0 200 66,0 Compur 1 M 39 x O,75 28,5 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 210 13 X 18 cm!5"X 7" 64 70 M 67 x O,75 60,0 200 66,0 Prontor professional 1 M39 x O,75 28,5 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 210 13 X I8cm! 5"X 7" 64 70 M 67 X O,75 60,0 200 66,0 Compur electronic 1 M 39 x O,75 28,5 75,0 41 ,8 1,3 . .3,0 46,4 

1 :5,6 210 13 X I8cm!5"X7" 32 70 M 67 XO,75 60,0 195 66,0 Compur electronic 5FS M 92xO,75 23,5 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :5,6 240 18 x 24 cm!8" x 10" 64 80 M 77 X O,75 70,0 231 76,7 Copal3 M 62xO,75 32,2 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 : 5,6 240 18 x 24 cm!8" x 10" 64 80 M 77 X O,75 70,0 231 76,7 Compur 3 M 62 x O,75 32,2 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :5,6 240 18 >< 24 cm!8"X 10" 64 80 M77 x O,75 70,0 231 76,7 Prontor professional 3 M 62 x O,75 32,2 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

1 :5,6 240 18 X 24 cm!8" x 10" 64 80 M77 x O,75 70,0 231 76,7 Compur electronic 3 M 62 x O,75 32,2 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :5,6 240 18 X 24 cm!8" X l0" 45 80 M77 x O,75 70,0 229 76,7 Com pur electronic 5FS M 92 XO,75 30,5 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :5,6 300 24 x 30 cml1 0" x 1 2" 64 90 M 86 X l 80,0 282 94,5 Copal3 M 62xO,75 39,9 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 : 5,6 300 24 x 30 cml1 0" x 12" 64 90 M 86 X l 80,0 282 94,5 Compur 3 M 62 x O,75 39,9 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :5,6 300 24 X 30 cml10"X 12" 64 90 M 86 X l 80,0 282 94,5 Prontor professional 3 M 62 X O,75 39,9 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

1 :5,6 300 24 X 30 cml10" x 12" 64 90 M 86 X l 80,0 282 94,5 Compur electronic 3 M 62 X O,75 39,9 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :5,6 300 24 x 30 cml1 0" x 12" 45 90 M 86 x l 80,0 280 94,5 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 38,2 - 96,0 1,5. . 6,5 99,3 

1 :6,8 360 24 X 30 cmI10" X I2" 64 110 M 105 x l 80,0 333 116,5 Copal 3 M 62 X O,75 41 ,0 102,0 65,3 1,5 . . 5,0 68,0 

1 :6,8 360 24 x 30 cml10" x 12" 64 110 M 105 x l 80,0 333 116,5 Compur 3 M 62 x O,75 41 ,0 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :6,8 360 24 x 30 cml10" x 12" 64 110 M 105 xl 80,0 333 116,5 Prontor professional 3 M 62xO,75 41,0 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

1 : 6,8 360 24 x 30 cml1 0" x 12" 64 110 M 105 xl 80,0 333 116,5 Compur electronic 3 M 62 x O,75 41 ,0 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :6,8 360 24 x 30 cml10" x 12" 64 110 M 105 X l 80,0 331 116,5 Compur electronic 5FS M92 x O,75 39,3 - 96,0 1,5. . 6,5 99,3 

1 :8,4 480 24 X 30 cml1 0" x 12" 90 115 M 112 x l ,5 95,0 452,7 146,8 Co pal 3 M 62 x O,75 58,5 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 480 24 x 30 cml1 0" x 12" 90 11 5 M 112 x l ,5 95,0 452,7 146,8 Compur 3 M62xO,75 58,5 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 480 24 x 30 cml10" x 12" 90 115 M 112 x l ,5 95,0 452,7 146,8 Prontor professional 3 M62xO,75 58,5 99,0 65,3 1,5. .4,0 68,0 

1 :9 480 24 x 30 cml1 0" x 12" 90 115 M 112 x l ,5 95,0 452,7 146,8 Compur electronic 3 M 62xO,75 58,5 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 480 24 x 30 cml10" x 12" 90 115 M 112 x l ,5 95,0 450,7 146,8 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 56,5 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

All sizes not otherwise indicated are in mm. 



Formats, image circle di ameters at f/22 

-co 
E ... 
.E 

I 

.s::::. 
(,) 
I: 

04,5/65 0 = 170 mm 
o 6,8175 0 = 187 mm 
• 4,5175 0 = 195 mm 

4" x 5" I r-------------! 9 x 12 em 
, li~~~------~ 
I 2%" x 31/2" . 6,5x 9 cm 

I ir===2~/.=====1 Ideal format I II X 31
/4 1 56 x72mm I I II . 

I I Ii i -..... . _. - ..... _. - . ~ . - . _. _. _. - . _. _. -.- . 
I In! 
I : II . 
I, I IL ________ ! , , .---------:===!J , , 
'I .... ------------' 

'--------------1 
I 

-----------------i-------~~ .... 

• 6,8/90 0 = 221 mm 
Cl 4,5/90 0 = 236 mm 
• 6,81115 0 = 291 mm 

• 6,8/155 0 = 382 mm 
6,8/200 0 = 495 mm 

Image circle diameters and permissible camera movements for ratio 1:00 (mm) 

GRANDAGON 4,5/65 4,5/ 75 6,8/75 4,5/90 6,8/90 

Apertu re 1 : 11 1 : 22 1 : 11 1 : 22 1 : 11 1 : 22 1 : 11 1 : 22 1 : 11 1 : 22 

Image circ le 167 170 192 195 181 187 232 236 213 221 
diameter 

Image angle 104° 105° 104° 105° 100° 102° 104° 105° 100° 102° 
2w 

Negative size 

Ideal format 

t: t: t;' t: t: t:

8 
t;2 t;4 C t:

6 56x 72 mm 
2 1/4 /1 X 2%" 43 44 56 57 50 53 77 79 67 7 1 

6,5x9cm t:4 
t:

6 t: . CO t: t;5 CO t;2 CO t:4 
38 39 51 53 45 48 72 74 62 66 

9x 12 cm t: t:2

17 C

6 t: t: t: CO t: t: t: 15 30 31 23 28 51 53 41 45 

13x 18cm C t: C2 t:7 13 16 
- .- I- .. 

18x 24 cm 

I··' -... . ". 
24x30 cm 

I ~ .'w ... -. .... .-1- .. --.. ~, ,--. 
30 x 40 cm 

21/4" x 3114" t 9 t: t: t: t: t: t: t: t: C ~41 43 54 56 48 51 75 77 65 69 

21f2" x 3 1h" t: t: t: t: t: t: t;' t;3 t.:' t.:5 
39 40 52 53 46 49 73 75 63 67 

4" x5" 
t:8 t: ~ t: t: t: t: t:4 t:0 t: 10 23 25 17 20 46 48 35 40 

5" x7" C · c: t:3 t:7 14 16 .-. -.~ .-
8" x l 0" 

I~--- .~~~ .. , .. -... ,,~ I ··~·,-·· .. -.- 1- - •... ~ .~ 

10" x 12" 

~ "'F" I " ' ." - .-
11" x14" 

, 

GRANDAGON 

6,8/115 6,8/155 6,8/ 200 
w 

1 : 11 1 :22 1 :1 1 1 : 22 1 :1 1 1 : 22 

281 291 369 382 475 495 

102° 104° 1000 102° 100° 102° 

-

t:

08 

102 C3 

107 

~"- ~. 

t:

06 

97 C' 
102 

-
t: 77 

t:2 
82 C4 

123 
t:41 

129 
-

t: 41 t: 47 
t:2 

89 
CO 

95 

C2 t: 48 t: 55 C2 

106 C3 

118 

L .63 t:

6 

74 
I~· 

t:6 
_.- 1-

CO 
100 C5 

105 
1-

t:7 
98 C2 

103 

C 72 t:

5 

77 t:

26 

11 8 t:3 

125 

t: 42 t: 47 t:

3 

89 C1 

96 

t:' 
34 t: 42 

t:06 
94 C8 

105 
-

t.:58 t:

6 

68 
1-

C 14 C 26 



Technical data 

Dia- Flange Isanee uSle 
Slip-on Shutter from shut- largest Aperture in Thickness diameter 

Relative Focal Filmformat Smallest dla- Filter- meter focal Overall Shutterlype sorew terseating shutter lens ollens of 
aperture length aparture meter thread of rear distance length and size thread to rear diameter board board mounting 

mount at ~ ollens flng 

o td 

a b c d e f i k I n 0 

1 :4,5 65 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 45 70 M67 xO,75 54 72 68,0 Co pal 0 M 32,5xO,5 27,3 61,0 34,8 1,5 .. 3,3 40,0 

1 :4,5 65 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 45 70 M 67 x O,75 54 72 68,0 Compur 0 M 32,5 x O,5 27,3 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :4,5 65 9 x 12 cm/4" X 5" 45 70 M 67xO,75 54 72 68,0 Prontor professional 01 M 39xO,75 27,3 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :4,5 75 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 45 70 M 67xO,75 60 83 78,0 Co pal 0 M 32,5xO,5 32,3 61,0 34,8 1,5 .. 3,3 40,0 

1 :4,5 75 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 45 70 M 67 x O,75 60 83 78,0 Compur 0 M 32,5 x O,5 32,3 58,5 34,8 2,0. .3,7 39,1 

1 :4,5 75 9x 12 cm/4"X 5" 45 70 ' M 67xO,75 60 83 78,0 Prontor professional 01 M 39xO,75 32,3 77,0 41,8 1,5. .3,0 46,4 

1 :4,5 75 9 X 12 cm/4" X5" 45 70 M67 x O,75 60 82 78,0 Compur electronic 1 M 39 x O,75 31,3 75,0 41,8 1,3. .3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 75 9X 12 cm/4"x 5" 45 60 M 58xO,75 54 79 65,0 Co pal 0 M 32,5xO,5 28,5 61,0 34,8 1,5. .3,3 40,0 

1 :6,8 75 9 X 12 cm/4" X5" 45 60 M 58 x O,75 54 79 65,0 Compur 0 M 32,5 x 0,5 28,5 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :6,8 75 9 x 12 cm/4"X 5" 45 60 M 58xO,75 54 79 65,0 Prontor professional 01 M 39 XO,75 28,5 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 75 9 x 1 2 cm/4" x 5" 45 60 M 58xO,75 54 78 65,0 Compur electronic 1 M 39 x O,75 27,3 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :4,5 90 13 X 18cm/5"X7" 45 85 M 82 x O,75 70 100 93,0 Copal1 M 39 X O,75 38,0 73,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 47,0 

1 :4,5 90 13 x 18 cm/5"X7" 45 85 M 82 x O,75 70 100 93,0 Compur 1 M39 x O,75 38,0 75,0 41,8 1,3 . .3,0 46,4 

1 :4,5 90 13X18cm/5"X7" 45 85 M 82xO,75 70 100 93,0 Prontor professional 1 M39 x O,75 38,0 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :4,5 90 13 X 18cm/5" X 7" 45 85 M82 x O,75 70 100 93,0 Compur electronic 1 M39 x O,75 38,0 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 90 13X18 cm/5"X7" 45 70 M 67 xO,75 60 94 78,5 Co pal 0 M 32,5xO,5 33,2 61,0 34,8 1,5 .. 3,3 40,0 

1 :6,8 90 13 x 18 cm/5" x 7" 45 70 M 67 x O,75 60 94 78,5 Compur 0 M 32,5 x 0,5 33,2 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :6,8 90 13 x 18 cm/5"X 7" 45 70 M67xO,75 60 94 78,5 Prontor professional 01 M 39xO,75 33,2 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 90 13 X 18 cm/5"X 7" 45 70 M 67 X O,75 60 93 78,5 Compur electron ic 1 M 39 x O,75 32,0 75,0 41 ,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 115 13 x 18 cm/5"X 7" 45 85 M 82xO,75 70 121 93,0 Co pal 1 M 39xO,75 39,0 73,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 47,0 

1 :6,8 115 13X 18 cm/5" X 7" 45 85 M 82 x O,75 70 121 93,0 Compur 1 M 39 x O,75 39,0 75,0 41 ,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 115 13X 18 cm/5"X7" 45 85 M 82xO,75 70 121 93,0 Prontor professional 1 M39xO,75 39,0 77,0 41,8 1,5. .3,0 46.4 

1 :6,8 115 13 x 18 cm/5"X 7" 45 85 M 82 x O,75 70 121 93,0 Compur electronic 1 M 39 X O,75 39,0 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 155 18 x 24 cm/8"X 10" 45 110 M 105X1 90 169 133,5 Co pal 1 M 39 X 0,75 57,6 73,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 47,0 

1 :6,8 155 18 X 24 cm/8"x 10" 45 110 M 105 x 1 90 169 133,5 Compur 1 M39 x O,75 57,6 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 155 18 x 24 cm/8" x 10" 45 110 M 105X 1 90 169 133,5 Prontor professional 1 M 39xO,75 57,6 77,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 155 18 x 24 cm/8"X 10" 45 110 M 105x 1 90 169 133,5 Compur electronic 1 M 39 x O,75 57,6 75,0 41,8 1,3. .3,0 46,4 

1 :6,8 200 24x30 cm/10"X 12" 64 140 M 135X 1 113,8 214,8 172,0 Copal3 M 62xO,75 72,5 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :6,8 200 24 x 30 cm/1 0" x 12" 64 140 M 135 x 1 113,8 214,8 172,0 Compur 3 M62 x O,75 72,5 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :6,8 200 24 x 30 cm/1O" x 12" 64 140 M 135 x 1 113,8 213,7 172,0 Prontor professional 3 M 62xO,75 71,4 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

1 : 6,8 200 24 x 30 cm/10" x 12" 64 140 M 135 x 1 113,8 214,8 172,0 Compur electronic 3 M 62 x O,75 72,5 95,0 65,3 1,5 . . 5,0 68,0 

All sizes not otherwise indicated are in mm. 



Formats, image circle diameters at f/22 

i 18x24cm 

5" xT' ! 13x18cm 

r------------------~------~~~----_,~ 
I ~x~i I r--------------i 9 12 I I i __ x __ ~cm~ ____ _, 

: I 2 !/2 " x 31/2" . 6,5x9cm 

I I ii:=~~~=~7'?! Ideal format I I n 4 x 4 I 56 x 72 mm -CO 
E ... 
o 
"i' 
.s::. 
(.) 
c:::: 

I I U I 
. _. -.1-. _. _. J. _. _. H· _. _._. _. -! _. _. _._. 

I I.. I 

I I n 1 
I I.. I i i !!:::=::====~' ===:::!J 
I I ...... __________ .J 

I 1..-------------1 
I i --------------------i-------..J/ 

o 9/1500 = 135 mm • 9/3600 = 318 mm o 9/600 0 = 496 mm 
o 9/2400 = 212 mm o 9/420 0 = 323 mm 16/10000 = 730 mm 
• 9/300 0 = 264 mm • 9/480 0 = 396 mm 16/1200 0 = 870 mm 

Image circle diameters and permissible camera movements for ratio 1;00 (mm) 

APO-RONAR 9/150 9/240 9/300 9/360 9/420 

Aperture 1 :11 1 :22 1:11 1 :22 1:11 1 :22 1 :11 1 :22 1: 11 1 :22 

Image circ le 130 135 204 212 256 264 308 318 312 323 
diameter 

Image angle 46° 48° 46° 48° 46° 48° 46° 48° 40° 42° 
2w 

Negative size 

Ideal format 
56x72 mm 

t: t: t: C 4 t: 2l!4"x23J4" 23 25 62 66 89 93 

6,5x9cm t: t: t:

5 t: t: t: t:.

2O C5 

18 20 57 61 84 88 111 116 

9x 12 cm t: t: t: t: C

2 

C

7 
C4 CO 

36 41 " 64 68 91 96 93 , 99 

13x18 cm t: t: t: t: t: t: 27 32 56 61 58 64 

18x24cm 
C t: C 4 13 19 15 22 

24x30cm 

30x40 cm 

21f4" X 31/4" 4 t: t: C t: t:.0l 
21 24 60 64 87 91 

2 1/2" x 3 1/2" t: t: t: C 'f: Cl C6 

19 21 58 62 85 111 117 

4"x5" t:4 t: t:

5 

L

O 
t:4 t: 30 35 59 63 86 92 

5" x 7" t: t:0 
t:

8 
L4 , 28 32 57 62 

8"x10" 
t:3 

10"x12" 

11"x14" 

APO-RONAR 

9/480 9/600 16/1000 16/1200 

1:11 1 :22 1:11 1 :22 1 22 

382 396 476 496 730 

44° 46° 43° 45° 40° 

Cl 
129 C

8 

137 

CO 
95 C8 

103 
Cl 

145 C2 

155 

t: 55 L

5 

63 C3 
107 

t:4 
117 

t:l 
239 

t:4 
311 

t:7 t: 16 C 63 4 75 t:0 

201 t:5 

275 

t:6 C

4 

140 
t:4 

215 

t:

3 

125 
t:.41 

132 

t:.ll 
96 C

8 

104 t:.

62 

145 C2 

156 

t: 42 t: 50 
t:.07 

95 C

9 

106 
t:47 

229 t:

2O 

302 

t:.°8 t:4 
57 Cee t:l 

195 
t:7 ! 

270 

t:4 
20 t:

8 

32 C9 

160 t:8 

235 



J. Cl"UU1\':dl Udla 

O' t 
Dia- Flange 

Isance uSle 
Slip-on Shutter Irom shut- largest Apenure in Thickness diameter 

Relative Focal Filmformat Smallest dla- Filter- meter local Overall Shutter type sorew terseating shutter lens 01 lens of 
aperture length aparture meter thread 01 rear distance length and size thread to rear diameter board board mo~nting 

mount at~ aliens ring 

a b c d e f i k I n 0 

1 :9 150 6,5 x 9 cm/2 'h"X 3'h" 64 42 M 40,5 x O,5 31 ,5 149 35,5 CopalO M 32,5xO,5 9,5 61 ,0 34,8 1,5 .. 3,3 40,0 

1 :9 150 6,5x 9 cm/2 'h"X3'1:i' 45 42 M 40,5 xO,5 31 ,5 149 35,5 Compur 0 M 32,5 x O,5 9,5 58,5 34,8 2,0 .. 3,7 39,1 

1 :9 150 6,5x9 cm/2'h"X3W' 45 42 M 40,5xO,5 31,5 149 35,5 Prontor professional 01 M 39xO,75 9,5 n,o 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :9 240 9 x 12 cm/4" X 5" 90 51 M 49xO,75 37,5 235 41,5 Co pal 1 M 39xO,75 13,0 73,0 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 47,0 

1 :9 240 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 64 51 M 49 xO,75 37,5 235 41 ,5 Compur 1 M39xO,75 13,0 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :9 240 9 x 12 cm/4" X 5" 64 51 M 49 x O,75 37,5 235 41,5 Prontor professional 1 M 39 x O,75 13,0 n,o 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :9 240 9 x 12 cm/4" X 5" 64 51 M49 x O,75 37,5 235 41,5 Compur electronic 1 M 39xO,75 13,0 75,0 41,8 1,3 . .3,0 46,4 

1 :9 240 9 x 12 cm/4" X5" 45 80 Mn x O,75 57,0 230 62,3 Compur electronic 5FS M 92xO,75 8,0 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :9 300 13 x 18 cm/5" X 7" 90 51 M 49 x O,75 37,5 296 47,3 Copall M 39xO,75 18,7 73,0 41,8 1,5. .3,0 47,0 

1 :9 300 13 X 18 cm/5"X?" 90 51 M 49 x O,75 37,5 296 47,3 Compur 1 M 39xO,75 18,7 75,0 41 ,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :9 300 13 X 18 cm/5"X?" 90 51 M 49 x O,75 37,5 296 47,3 Prontor professional 1 M 39xO,75 18,7 n,o 41,8 1,5 .. 3,0 46,4 

1 :9 300 13 X 18 cm/5" x 7" 90 51 M 49 x O,75 37,5 296 47,3 Compur electronic 1 M39xO,75 18,7 75,0 41,8 1,3 .. 3,0 46,4 

1:9 300 13 X 18 cm/5"X?" 64 80 M n X O,75 57,0 291 62,3 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 17,0 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :9 360 18 X 24 cm/5"X?" 90 60 M 58 x O,75 58,0 351 59,2 Co pal 3 M 62xO,75 21 ,0 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 360 18 x24cm/5"x?" 90 60 M 58 xO,75 58,0 351 59,2 Compur 3 M 62xO,75 21,0 95,0 65,3 1,5. .5,0 68,0 

1 :9 360 18 X 24 cm/5"X?" 90 60 M 58xO,75 58,0 351 59,2 Prontor professional 3 M 62xO,75 21,0 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

1 :9 360 18 X24 cm/5"X?" 90 60 M 58 xO,7 5 58,0 351 59,2 Compur electronic 3 M 62xO,75 21 ,0 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 360 18 X 24cm/5"X?" 64 80 M n X O,75 65,0 349 64,5 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 19,3 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :9 420 18 X 24 cm/5"X ?" 90 60 M 58 x O,75 60,0 416 63,5 Copal3 M 62 x O,75 24,3 102,0 65,3 1,5. . 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 420 18 x24 cm/5"x?" 90 60 M 58 x O,75 60,0 416 63,5 Compur 3 M 62xO,75 24,3 95,0 65,3 1,5. .5,0 68,0 

1 :9 420 18 X 24 cm/5"X7" 90 60 M 58xO,75 60,0 416 63,5 Prontor professional 3 M 62xO,75 24,3 99,0 65,3 1,5 .. 4,0 68,0 

1 :9 420 18 X 24 cm/5" X 7" 90 60 M 58 x O,75 60,0 416 63,5 Compur electronic 3 M 62xO,75 24,3 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 480 24 >< 30 cm/8"x 10" 90 70 M 67 X O,75 60,0 463 67,0 Copal3 M 62xO,75 25,9 102,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 : 11 480 24 X 30 cm/8" X l 0" 90 70 M 67 x O,75 60,0 463 67,0 Compur 3 M 62 x O,75 25,9 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :11 480 24x30 cm/8"X 10" 90 70 M67xO,75 60,0 463 67,0 Prontor professional 3 M 62xO,75 25,9 99,0 65,3 1,5. .4,0 68,0 

1 :11 480 24 x 30 cm/8"X 10" 90 70 M67 x O,75 60,0 463 67,0 Compur electronic 3 M62 x O,75 25,9 95,0 65,3 1,5 .. 5,0 68,0 

1 :9 480 24 x 30 cm/8"X 10" 90 80 M 77 x O,75 72,0 461 72,0 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 24,2 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :9 600 24x30 cm/ll "X 14" 90 105 M 95 X l 90,0 592 91,0 Compur electronic 5FS M 92 x O,75 34,1 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1 :16 1000 30x40 cm/ll" X 14" 90 110 M 127xl 110,0 1001 188,7 Compur electronic 5FS M 92xO,75 86,6 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

1: 16 1200 30x40 cm/ll" X 14" 90 132 M 127 x l 132,0 1192 232,0 Compur electronic 5FS M 92xO,75 105,0 - 96,0 1,5 .. 6,5 99,3 

All sizes not otherwise indicated are in mm. 
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o Geronar-W A 8/90 0 = 170 mm Geronar 6,8/210 0 = 230 mm 
GERONAR-WA 

o Geronar 6,31150 0 = 180 mm • Geronar 9/300 0 = 340 mm 

Image circle diameters and permissible camera movements for ratio 1:00 (mm) 

GERONAR-WA 8/90 GERONAR 6,3/150 6,8/210 9/300 

Aperture 1 :11 1 :22 Aperture 1:11 1 :22 1:11 1 :22 1 :11 , 1:22 

Image circle 
155 170 

Image circle 
165 180 210 230 300 340 diameter diameter 

Image angle 
80° 85° 

Image angle 58° 62° 53° 58° 53° 59° 2w 2w 

Negative size Negative size 

Ideal format Ideal format 
~"' I_ w_' 

56x 72 mm ~ t:44 56x72 mm t:6 t: C t: 2'!4" x23(," 36 2 1/4" X 23fd" 42 50 65 76 -
6,5x9 em t: t: 6,5xgem t: t: t:

8 C 31 39 37 45 60 71 

9x12em t:e t: 9x12 cm L8 t:8 t: t: t: t:9 

17 14 23 39 50 87 108 

13x18 cm 13x18 cm L6 t:2 
t:

6 

I"'"w' fu= ,. 
~.-.~-" I ~·--

12 52 73 

18x24 em 18x24em 
t:8 t: 31 

2 1f4" X 3 1f4" t: t: 2 1J4" x3 1/4" t: t:6 C t: 35 43 . 40 48 63 74 

2 1/2"x3 1/2" t: t: 2W'x3';''' t; t: t: t: 32 40 38 48 61 72 

4" x5" 
L, t: 4"x 5" 

t:7 t: t: t:0 t: L" 
'0 16 33 45 82 '03 

5" x 7" 5"x7" t:, C t:S2 t: 
1-- I '~ 1'-

13 74 

8" xl0" 8" xl0" t: 17 Techn ical data 

Distance Outside 
Slip-on Oia· Flange Shuner lromshut- largest Aperture in Thickness diameter 

Relative Focal Filmforma t Small est dla - Fil ter- meier focal Overall Shutter type sorew terseating shutter lens 01 lens 01 
aperture length aparture meter thread 01 rear distance length and size thread to rear dia meter board board mounting 

mount aI ~ aliens ring 

a b e d e f i k I n 0 

GERONAR-WA 
1 :8 

I 90 I 9 X 12 em/4"X 5" 32 60 M 58 x O,75 60.0 87 ,1 41,0 Copall M 62 xO,7 5 14,0 73 65,3 1,5 ... 5,0 68 

GERONAR 
1 :6,3 150 9 x 12 cm/4" x 5" 64 42 M 40,5 x O,5 31,5 137,0 34,5 Co pal 0 M 32,5 x O,5 11,9 61 34,8 1,5 . . 3,3 40 

1 :6,8 210 9 X 12 cm/ 5"x 7" 64 51 M 49 x O,75 48,0 195,3 51 ,6 Copall M 39 x O,75 20.1 73 41 ,8 1.3 . .3.0 47 

1 :9 300 18 x 24 em/5" x 7" 64 60 M 58 x O,75 61 .0 282,0 61,2 Copall M 39 xO,7 5 31,7 73 41 ,8 1,3 ... 3,0 47 

All sizes not otherwise indicated are in mm. 



Shutters 
As a complement to its wide range of 
high-performance lenses Rodenstock 
offers a complete program of different, 
highly precise types of shutters . The 
installation of the lens components IS 

ade by Rodenstock, whose many years 
of experience and accurate measuring 
instruments determine every assembly 
step. For instance , the distance between 
the front and rear lens components of the 
GRANDAGON is precisely adjusted to 
within 0.02 mm to guarantee critical per
formance. Only after this ultra-precise 
adjustment is the Rodenstock Quality 
Seal given to these lenses . 

As each type of shutter is particularly 
suited for specific kinds of tasks , the 
required system should be selected with 
utmost care. To select the best system for 
every kind of task from this broad assort
ment ' technical specifications as well as 
operating features must be considered. 

Copal shutter 
The Copal shutter is a very precise , attrac
tively priced mechanical shutter. As there 
are no aperture click stops , any desired 
intermediate f-stop values can be readily 
set . The press-to-focus lever adds time
saving operating convenience . The con
cept of this shutter permits wide-ranging 
applications. 

~ompur shutter 
he Com pur shutter is provided with click 

stops which allow quick and reliable set
ting of the working aperture . This con
venience can be supplemented , on Com
pur * 1 and * 3 shutters , by the installa
tion of an aperture control accessory . 

Prontor Professional shutter 
system 
The Prontor Professional shutter also 
functions mechanically , but is self-cock
ing. Its control unit, also mechanical, per
mits remote setting of all lenses for 
groundglass focusing with fully open or 
pre-set working apertures. 

Closing the shutter and stopping down the 
diaphragm to the pre-selected f/stop may 
be made manually through the control 
unit or automatically with an appropriate 
camera back when a film holder is 
inserted. Accessory aperture setting con
trols are available which may be attached 
and easily removed afte~ opening o~ a . 
safety catch . The operating convemence IS 
enhanced by the fact that it allows opera
tion exclusively from behind the camera. 
In addition to the special suitability of this 
shutter system for scientific and industrial 

10tography, close-ups or sequence and 
ck exposures, its advantages become 

clear in setups which exclude any mampu
lation at the shutter , and for flash expo
sures when flash units must be repeatedly 
fired . 

Cocking· Shutter Remote Shutter· 
of speed control opening 

shutter 

~ 
~ 

~ ~ 
~ 

= ~ 

= 
1'l ~ 1'l 

~ ~ 
u 

~ ~ Exposure Shutter ~ 

i N i ~ ~ type U5 time 

Copal 0 0 B. T. 1-1/500s 0 0 
Copall 1 B.T. 1-1/400s 0 0 
Copal 3 3 B. T. 1-1/125s 0 0 

Synchro.compur 0 B. 1-1/500 s 0 0 
Compur 1 1 T 1-1/500s 0 
Compur 3 3 T. 1-1/200 s 0 

ProntorprofessionalOl 0 B. 1-1/125 s 

Prontor professional 1 1 B. 1-1/125 s 

Prontor professional 3 3 B. 1-1 /125 s 

Compur electronic 1 1 T.32-1/500s 0 
Compur electronic 3 3 T. 32-1/200 s 0 

Compur 
electronic 5 FS 5 T.32-1/60 s 

Copal CVS -o @ 0 T.16-1/250s 

Copal CVS-l @ 1 T.16-1 / 125 s 

Copal CVS-3 @ 3 T.16-1/60 s 

Prontor 
magnetic 250-0 0 15 min-1/250s 
(System auto lux) 

Prontor 
magnetic 125-1 1 15 min-1/125s 
(System autolux) 

Prontor 
magnetic 60-3 3 15min-1/60 s 
(System autolux) 

G) Self cocking shutter 
@ Pre-selection on remote control unit 

Compur Electronic shutter 
=#= 1 and =#= 3 

0 
0 
0 

1-

G) O 
G) O 
G) O 

G) O 

G) O 

G) O 

The Compur Electronic shutter differs 
from the Com pur shutter because of its 
ultra-precise electronic timing, and by the 
added long exposure time range. There
fore , this shutter is particularly suitable 
for applications which frequently require 
exposure times between 1 and 32 seconds. 

Com pur Electronic 
shutter system 5 FS 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

The Compur Electronic 5 FS shutter con
sists of a between-the-Iens shutter with 
electronic timing and a remote control 
unit for preset exposure and aperture 
capability . . . 
Opening of the lens for fOCUSing , clOSing 
down of the lens for depth of field control , 
and shutter release are remotely control
led. Furthermore, the * 5 shutter size 
permits installation of lenses with 
extremely long focal lengths. 
Operation exclusively behind the camera 
facilit ates subject control considerably so 
that even fastest catalog photography can 
be handled with ease. 

i i ~ ~ 

~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 0 
~ 

~ § ~ 
~ = ! @ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 1'l u = ~ 1;; = .~ ~ ~ 

~ 
.~ ~ 0 

~ .~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

~ i Necessary 
~ 

a; > i = ~ w u equippment w 0:: ~ <=> <: 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

-
0 0 1/2 

0 0 0 lis 

0 0 0 lis 

1-
0 0 0 0 0 lis Central 

0 0 0 0 0 lis Remote 

0 0 0 0 0 lis control 

0 0 00 1/3 

0 0 

00 00 00 

00 00 00 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 

00 0 00 

00 0 00 

00 0 00 

<V Cable release IS not con Sidered 
@) In preparation 

00 lis 

O @ lis Remote control 
unit 

O @ lis 
Co pal CVS· 

O@ lis Remote control 

O @ lis 
unit 

00 lis 

Prontor 
00 lis auto lux-

Remote control 
unit 

00 lis 

Copal CVS shutter system 
(in preparation) 
The Copal CYS shutter exemplifies an 
expanded remote control system which 
includes additional safeguards against 
operating errors as for example , blocking 
of the shutter release in the event of inad
vertent multiple exposure . The relatively 
small dimensions of the shutters and of 
the control unit allow for application to 
many assignments in the studio as well as 
outdoors . 

Prontor Autolux 
shutter system 
The Prontor Autolux system consists of 
Prontor magnetic shutters, a central con
trol unit and different exposure sensors . 
Please ask us for the special brochure 
describing the seven different exposure 
possibilities and the unusually versatile 
features of this system. 

Sinar rear lens shutter 
This shutter requires lenses in special 
mounts which may be obtained from the 
Sinar sales organization . To the extent 
that dimensions permit , the entire 
RODENSTOCK program can be sup
plied in this version . 

?1 



Rodenstock sets objective 
standards -
for. camera, enlarging 
and process lenses. 

I 
If 

:' I, 

For; tfurther information \ I 
on/camera lenses or " 
our complete line of " 

,Ioptical products , contact: " , \ 

( " 

Optische Werke G. Rodenstock 
P.O.Box 140440 
D-8000 Miinchen 5 
West-Germany 
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